29 April 2019

Dear Ms Proudlock,

**FOIA Request**

Ref No: 568598

Thank you for your email of 15 April 2019 where you requested the information set out in the Annex to this letter. We do hold the information you requested.

If you are dissatisfied with the handling of your request, you have the right to ask for an internal review. Internal review requests should be submitted within two months of the date of receipt of this letter and should be addressed to: Graham Colbert on graham.colbert@genomicsengland.co.uk.

Please remember to quote the reference number above in any future communications.

If you are not content with the outcome of the internal review, you have the right to apply directly to the Information Commissioner for a decision. The Information Commissioner can be contacted at: Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF.

Yours sincerely,

Nick Maltby
General Counsel and Company Secretary
Annex

How much have you spent on IT hardware in the last three years?

Over the past 3 yrs Genomics England has spent £225k on IT Hardware. This includes the computer equipment listed below and includes peripherals such as cables, monitors, memory sticks etc.

How many desktop computers, laptops and other portable devices like tablets and mobiles do you own or rent? Can you give a breakdown of the units by the brand?

Desktop Computers – 3
Laptops Dell = 72
Apple Mac Laptops = 56
Other varied Laptops = 15
Surface Pro Tablets - 3
50 Apple IPhone Mobile Phones
6 Samsung Mobile Phones

All the above are owned by Genomics England.